Title word cross-reference

(a, b) ← \(\frac{a+b}{2}, \sqrt[2]{ab} + b\) [BB89]. 1 [BM88]. 2 [BM88, Gau02, KM10]. 3 [LR07]. 49.95 [Ber88]. B [SL98]. D4 [Sol95]. e [Has13b, Has14, YY01]. E6 [Sol95]. E8 [Sol95]. \(\lambda\) [SMY14]. \(\mu\) [SMY14]. n [Liu94, LM70, Vas72, Yam06]. p [HM89, Xu15]. \(\Phi\) [Baj78]. \(\pi\) [AB88, AB16, Arn11a, Bai16, BBMW16, BB86, Hurl88, Kan88, Sal76, Sal97, Sal00, Sal04, Sal16, Sin16]. q [BRS13]. \(\mathbb{U}\) [SL98].

-Adic [HM89, KM10]. -adique [HM89].
Sin16, Sol95, SL98, Sur01, Vi14, Ask88, Cas99. algebra [CGM95, Mat95a].


Arch [Dra93a]. argument [Dij94, Dij96a]. Arithmetic [Ake63, AFL96, AB88, Al800, Be14, B93a, BD93, BB83, BB84b, BB84a, BB97, BLM97, BB00, BB04, Bur87, But36, CR16, Car70, Car71, CN97, Cox97, Cox00, Co04, Cas81, Dia60, Eve63, FP84, Gas67, GM03, Hor95, K96b, Kos98, LR07, LO96, Mar88, MT10, MNC71, Min87, Nel87, Neu96, O808, RLC09, Sal76, Sal97, Sal00, Sal04, Sch86, Sch86, Toa98, WCC11, WCC12, Xie102, Yan00, YY01, Abr79, ABK16, Aiy45, Alb12, Alb08, Ald09, Ald10, Ald11, Ald12, AMPV97, ABPV97, Alm87, AB16, Alz87, Az88, Alz9, Alz90b, Alz90c, Alz90d, Az90e, Az90a, Az91, Az92a, Az92b, Az94, Alz95, Alz96, Alz97, Az99, AR02, And83, Aud15, Ba97, Baj78, BR07, Bel56, Ben93, Ben94, Ben95, Ben98, BK00, Bha06, BK08, Bol99, Bor87]. arithmetic [Bor88a, Bor88b, Bor88c, Bor88d, Bor88e, Bor88f, Bor89, BBG93, BB16b, Bra01, Bul67, Bul04, Bul91, BE15, CMN71, CF78, CS08, CB11, CO17, Cha02, CE09, CS17, Cho76, Cho77, CZW11, CW11, CW12, CWQ12, CW13, CWQM13, CWQW15, Chu90, Chu12, CL92, Cox84, Cox85, Cox16, CK13, Dij92, Dij94, Dij96a, Dij96b, DL71, DM97, Dob01, DL99, Dra93a, Dra93b, DCP97, Dra98, Dra99, DJ94, EN01, Eve67, Eve69, Fen95, FT08, FJ76, Fin81, Fou99, FLFJ11, FAB12, FFSZ16, Fur14, Fur94, Gao15, Gar94, Gas97, Gau92, Geo02, Gep28, Gla76, GSWC12, GM17, GHT11, GT13, GQ03, GZCS16, Hao93, Hao00, Har91, Has13a, Has13b, Has14, Hay09, HZQ12, HC12, Hei81, HM89, Her72, Hir16, Hol06, HM86, Hun56, Hun27, IKW16, Ito08, Jam14, Jar08, JK99]. arithmetic [Kan88, Kan16, KL96, KL98, KP96a, Ked94, KL07, KLL09, KLM10, KM10, KM12, KM13, Kit92, KKL12, Kla86, Kno03, Kob58, KS07, KMS79, KL12, KS00, KLS00, Lan78, Lat99, LL11, Lek09, LQ15, Lin91, Lin94, LZ06, LGSC13, LM70, LC10, LC11, Luc95, MV10, Mat10, Mat93, Mat95a, Mat95b, MW12, Mer03, MPS08, Mih05, Mit66, Mit70, Mol11, Mon03, MH72, Mur97, Nak01, Nan80, Nan46, Nel15, Nis88, Nis94, Nis97, NC88, NC90, Ono03, Opp65, Opp68, OT04, Pe95, PM97, PV97, Pev99, Pin15, Qi03a, Qi03b, QS09, QC14, QCZ15, Rau42, Raz66, Rey87, Rod17, RM92, Roy03, Rua15, SA06, ST94, Sal89, Sal16, SM99, Sän90, Sän99, SK77, Sch11, Sei87, Sei97, Sen87, Seo12, SZ13, She16, Shi66, SA10, Sv512, SMY14]. arithmetic [Ste96, Stu44, Tan06, Tan07, Tor56, Trn75, Uch08, Vas72, WW07, WY88, Wan99, WCJQ14, WZSC14, WQ16, Waz91, Wil63, Wu17, XHWC12, Xiu15, Xue17, YMT10, Yam13, YYYW14, YSC14, Yan14, YYYO8, ZX11, ZWCL14, ZJ15, ZH15, ZJ16, Zou17, Zul86, ZFFS14, ZC15, dal96, BT11, BM88, Nel95, OC14].

Arithmetic-Logarithmic-Geometric
arithmetic-mean [JK99, Ked94, Wan99].
arithmetic-mean-geometric-mean [Cho77], arithmetico-geometrique [Bol99].
arithmeticisch [Gep28, Hei81, Sch11].
arithmetischen [Alz87, Sei87].
aritmetico [Gau92].
Aritmetisk [Alm78].
aspects [Tan06].
associated [DCP97, Eve67, Eve69, Nak01, Tan07].
Asymptotes [BB93].
Asymptotic [BE15, Bur16, BE17].
August [Bro96].
Automated [Zha96].
average [FLFJ11].
averaging [FLFJ11].
Axially [Lek09].
B [Ask88, Ber88, MNC71, TBDS92, Wim88].
Baglangd [Alm78].
backlogging [CB10a].
based [CS08, DM97, Kno03, RM92, Roy03, Waz91].
bcc [MH71].
bi [SMY14].
billion [BBB16].
binomial [Roo03].
Birth [AA16].
bivariate [Roy03].
Book [Ber88, Cas99, MNC71, TBDS92, Wim88, BBB97, BB204].
bootstrapping [Shi11].
Borchardt [Ber88, Tri65].
Borwein [Ask88, Ber88, Wim88, Ask88].
Borweins [Bai16].
bound [ABK16, Alz90d, LQ15, ZFFS14].
bounding [QSO9].
Bounds [Hor95, WCJQ14, Ald12, CZW11, CWQ12, CWQM13, CQWZ15, DZ17, GZCS16, Kno03, LGSC13, LC11, Pin15, QC14, QCZ15, ST94, SZ13, Tun75, WQC16, XHWC12, YYWQ14, YSC14, Yan14].
Boyer [KP96b, KP96a].
Brent [New85, New16].
busque [Gau92].
C [MNC71, TBDS92].
Calabi [MT10].
Calcul [Bol99].
Calculation [BB84c, Kin21, Kin07, MH71, Kan88, Kan16, MH72, Sal89].
calculations [Tri66].
Calculus [Min87].
called [Mal89].
Canadian [Ber88].
Carlson [TBDS92].
Carnegie [Tra76].
Carnegie-Mellon [Tra76].
case [Bor04c, Bor04b, BCF04, BC04].
categories [YMT10].
Cauchy [Aud15, ZJ16].
Certain [San96, Leh70, Leh71].
chain [Cha14, Chu12].
Characteristic [Gau92].
Characterization [Roy03].
Characterizations [RM92, Har91].
charge [Lek09].
chosen [FLFJ11].
Circles [Kin21].
class [Eng06].
classical [FLFJ11].
Classroom [Ake63, Dia60, Gai67].
closed [JK99].
CM [Ber88].
Coaxial [Kin21].
codes [CGM95].
coefficient [SMY14].
Combination [Gau02, CZW11, HC12, LC11, XHWC12, YYWQ14].
combinations [CWQ12].
combinatorial [Hao00].
Comment [Abr79].
commutative [Hay09].
Comparison [Ald11, Gau02, HK99, FAB12].
complete [MH72, OC13, WQC16].
Complex [LO96, AR02, Bor04b, BC04, CT13a, CT13b, Foun99, MH72, Nis97, Tor56].
complex-parameter [BC04].
Complexity [BB84c, BB87, BB98, Bre76b, Bre10a, Eng06, Tra76, Ber88, Wim88].
composition [MV10].
compositions [Hol06].
Compound [BB93, BE17].
compounding [Leh70, Leh71].
Computation [BB84b, BB97, BB00, BE17, CR16, Sal76, Sal97, Sal00, Sal04, Sal16, AAS16, Bai16, BBMW16, BB16a, BPP16, Bol99, BB16b, Eng06].
Computational [Arn11b, Ber88, BB87, Wim88, BB98, Tra76].
Computations [Kar93, Hur88, Kar93].
compute [BBB16, CB10b].
Computer
[AFL96, Tra76, Pee89]. computers [Tri66].
Computing [Dis02, AK93, AFL96, Arn11a].
concave [Lat99]. Concentration [Ald10].

digits [AAS16, Bai16, BBMW16, BB16, Kan88, Kan16]. dimensional [Bor88f].

Direct [Kin24, Kin07, SM99]. disc [Fou99].
discovered [Bor95].
discrete [Alz95, Gao15].
dispute [CB11].
distance [CB11].

Distribution [Lin91, Gla76, HM86, Nan80, Roy03].
distributions [Lek09, Nan80].
divergence [Lor08, Tan06].
do [Sen87].

double [WCW11, WCW12, GSWC12, Lin91, Q09].

Dynamics [Bor04c, Bor04b, Bor04a, Bul91, Par65, Par68, Par79].
easy [CB10a].
echelon [Cha14].
economic [CB10b].

Edgeworth [HM86].

Eigenvalue [AB07].
electronic [Tri66].

élémentaires [Bol99].

Elementary [BB84b, BB97, BB00, BB04, Bre76a, Min87, Bol99, BB16b, Bre76b, Bre10a, Bre10b, Bre16, Mit70, Yan13].
eLL [Aln78, Sur00, WCJQ14].

Ellipses [Aln78].

Ellipses [AB88, AB16].

ellipse [Alm78, Sur00, WCJQ14].

Elliptic [Alm78].

empiric [FAB12].

entropy [ABK16].

EOQ [CB10a].

EPQ [CB10a].

equality [BS12].
equation [Zul86].
equations [BBB16, MV10, Wil63].
equivalence [Lat99, MV10].

Equivalent [Mal12, YYC08].

Errata [Dra93a].

Error [Mat95a].

error-correcting [CGM95].

Eshelby [FLFJ11].
estimates [SMY14].

Euclidean [Dob01, SA10].

Evaluating [Wac00].

Evaluation

[Bre76a, Bre76b, Bre10a, Bre16, Dup11].
evry [Fur94].

Exact [Pin15, Bol99, Nan80].

Excursion [Bor87, Bor88a, Bor88b, Bor88c, Bor88d, Bor88e].

expansion [BE15, HM86, Roo03].
expsions [BE17].

experiment [Pee89].

Explicit [LR07].

exponential [Lin91].

extended [KS08].

extending [Wu05].

extension [Tor56, Yam06].

Extensions [Fou99, Had12].
external [Seo12].

failure [RM92, Roy03]. Fast [BB84b, BB97, BB00, BB04, Bre76a, Bre16, Dup11, BB16b, DM97, New85, New16]. fcc [MH71]. Fibonacci [Sch84]. field [Tor56].

fields [KM12, KM13]. finding [Bre76b, Bre10a]. finite [Her72]. first [CQW21]. floating [Eng06]. Florida [ML88].

generating [Bre76b, Bre10a]. finite [Her72]. four [Bre76b, Bre10a].

finite [Her72]. four-dimensional [Bor88a]. Fraction [Bor03a, Bor03b, Bor03c, BCF04, BC04, Lor08]. Fractions [Bor04a, Bor04b, Bor04c].

France [CGM95]. French [Bol99, BM88, HM89, Rey87]. function [Bre76b, Bre10a, Mit70, MH71, Nis15, Sal89].

functional [MV10, Zul86]. functionals [LL11]. Functions [BB84b, BB97, BB00, BB04, Bre76a, Kin24, Kin07, LO96, AB07, BRS13, Bol99, BB16b, Bre10b, Bre16, Dup11, Gar94, Gas97, Hir16, JK99, KL12, Na13, SYM14, Tka03, Tri66, Wac00].

gamma [Gla76, Nan80]. Gauss [Sch11].

Gauss [Cox97, AB88, AB16, Bor87, Bor88a, Bor88b, Bor88c, Bor88d, Bor88e, CWQM13, Cox84, Cox85, Cox00, Cox04, Cox16, Har91, KS08, MV10, Nis88, Nis94, Ono83, Sän09, Sch11, Sur00, Tan07].

Gaussian [WQC16].

generalibus [Gau17].

generals [Gau92].

generalization [EN01, FJ76, Hei81, Her72, Hun56, Ono83, Tri65]. generalizations [NC88, NC90].

Generalized [BB83, BB84a, Eve63, Pas71, Sch84, Tan06, Xie02, CW13, DZ17, LC10, LC11, Mat10, SV12, WZSC14, ZX11]. Generalizing [Pee89].

generated [Sev91].

genre [BM88].

Genus [LR07, BM88, DL99, Jar08]. Geometric [Ake63, AB88, Als00, BT11, BS93a, BB97, BB00, BB04, Bur87, But36, CR16, Car70, Car71, Cox97, Cox00, Cox04, Cus81, Dia60, Eve63, Gai67, GM03, Hor95, KP96b, Kos98, KK09, LR07, LO96, MNC71, Min87, Ne187, Neu96, O'S68, OC14, Sal76, Sal97, Sal00, Sal04, Sch86, Sch84, Toa98, WCW11, WCW12, Xie02, YY01, Abr79, ABK16, Ayi45, Alb12, Ald08, Ald09, Ald10, Ald11, Ald12, AMPV97, ABPV97, Alm78, AB16, Alz87, Alz88, Alz89, Alz90b, Alz90f, Alz90c, Alz90d, Alz90e, Alz90a, Alz91, Alz92a, Alz92b, Alz94, Alz95, Alz96, Alz97, Alz99, AR02, And83, Aud15, Ba07, Baj78, BR07, Bel14, Bel56, Ben93, Ben94, Ben95, Ben98, BK00, Bha06, BK08, Bol99, Bor87, Bor88a, Bor88b, Bor88c, Bor88d].

geometric [Bor88e, Bor88f, Bor89, BBG93, BB16b, Bra01, Bul67, Bul04, Bul91, BE15, CMN71, CF78, CS08, CB11, CO17, Cha02, CE09, CS17, Cho76, Cho77, CW11, CW11, CW12, CW12, CW12, CWQM13, CWQZ15, Chl90, Chl12, CN87, CL92, Cox84, Cox85, Cox16, CK13, Dij92, Dij94, Dij96a, Dij96b, Dij17, DM97, Dob01, DL99, Dra93a, Dra93b, DCP97, Dra98, Dra99, DJ94, EN01, Eve67, Eve69, Fren95, FT08, FJ76, Fin81, Fou09, FLFJ11, FAB12, FFSZ16, Fur14, Fur94, Gao15, Gar94, Gas97, Gau92, Geo02, Gep98, Glal6, GSWC12, GM17, GHT11, GT13, GQ03, GZCS16, Hao93, Hao00, Har91, Has13a, Has13b, Has14, Hay09, HZQ12, HC12, Hei81, HM89, Her72, Hir16, Hol06, HM86, Hun56, Hun27, IKW16, Ito08, Jam14, Jar08, JK99, KL96, KL98, KP96a, Ked94].

geometric [KL07, KLL09, KLL11, KM10, KM12, KM13, Kit92, KKKP12, Kla68, Kna03, Kob58, KS07, KMS79, KL12, KS00, KLS00, Lan78, Lat99, LL11, Lek09, LQ15, Lin91, Lin94, LZ06, LGSC13, LM70, LC10, LC11, Luc95, MV10, Mar88, Mat10, Mat93, Mat95a, Mat95b, MT10, MW12, Mer03, MPS08, Mih05, Mit66, Mit70, Mol11, Mon03, MH72,
Mur97, Nak01, Nan80, Nan46, Nel15, Nis88, Nis94, Nis97, NC88, NC90, Ono83, Opp65, Opp68, OT04, Peč95, PM97, PV97, Pee89, Pin15, Qi03a, Qi03b, Qs09, Qc14, QCZ15, RLC09, Rau42, Raz86, Rey87, Rod17, RM92, Roy03, Rua15, SA06, ST94, SaL99, SaL16, SM99, Sán90, Sán99, SK77, Sch11, Sei87, Sei97, Sen87, Seo12, SZ13, She16, She17, Shi66, SA10, Svs12, SMy14, Ste96, Stu44. geometric [Sur00, Tan06, Tan07, Tor56, Tun75, Uch08, Vas72, WW07, WY88, Wan99, WCJQ14, WZSC14, WQC16, Waz91, WIl63, Wu17, XHWC12, Xu15, Xue17, YMT10, Yam06, Yam13, Yan00, YWQ14, YSC14, Yan14, YYC08, ZZ11, ZZCL14, ZJ15, ZH15, ZJ16, Zou17, Zuu66, ZFF14, ZC15, da96, Ne95, BM88]. geometric-harmonic [Mat93, Mat95a, ST94, Ste96]. geometric-harmonic-mean [And83]. geometric-mean [GM17, JK99, Ked94, Kit92, Wan99]. geométrica [Gau92]. Geometrical [Shi66]. géométrique [Rey87]. geometrische [Alz87, Alz90f, Alz90a, Alz95, And83, Bel14, CB11, CS17, CW12, Dra99, Fur14, HC12, Hun27, KLL11, Kla68, KL12, LC11, Mat93, Mat95a, MW12, Mer03, Nak01, QCZ15, RLC09, RM92, Roy03, ST94, Sen87, Shi66, SA10, Ste96, WW07, WCJQ14, WZSC14, YWQ14]. harmonic-mean [AMPV97]. Heinz [GHT11, HZQ12, KKLP12, ZWCL14]. held [AFL96, Bro96, Tra76]. Hellinger [DJ94]. Heron [ZWCL14]. Heuristic [KK90]. heuristics [Dij94]. Higher [Jar08, DL99, KL07]. Hilbert [KKLP12, ZC15]. History [BB16]. Hölder [Ko95, Mai98]. Holomorphic [Nis94, Nis88]. Hyperelliptic [SvS12, MT10]. Hypergeometric [BBG93, KM12, KM13, BR13, BR07, Gar94]. geometric-harmonic-mean [And83]. geometric-mean [GM17, JK99, Ked94, Kit92, Wan99].
Ald08, Ald09, ABPV97, Alz87, Alz89, Alz90b, Alz90e, Alz91, Alz92b, Alz96, Alz97, AR02, Bak16, Bel56, Ben93, Ben94, Ben95, Ben98, Bha06, BK08, Bra01, Bul04, CF78, CO17, Cha02, CE09, Cho76, Cho77, Chu90, Dob01, Dra93a, Dra93b, Dra98, Dra99, Eve67, Eve69, Fen95, FT08, FJ76, Fin81, Fou99, FFSZ16, Fur94, Gao15, Geo02, GSWC12, Hao93, Hao00, Hai13a, Hay09, Her72, Hir07, Hir16, Hol06, Hun56, IKW16, JD99, Ked94, KL07, KLL09, Kit92, Kno03, Kob58, KMS79, KS00, Lan78, LZ06, Luc95, Mat10, Mat93, Mat95a, Mat95b, Mit66.

inequality [Mur97, Nel15, Pec95, PV97, QS09, Rod17, Roo03, Rua15, SA06, SM99, San90, SK77, Seo12, She17, Uch08, Wan99, Wil63, Yam06, Yam13, YC08, ZJ15, ZH15, Zou17, dal96, Mal98, Nel95, TBDS92].


M [Ask88, Ber88, TBDS92, Wim88]. Mapping [Rau42]. mappings [DCP97]. maps [Mol11]. Marktoberdorf [Bro96]. Mathematical [Ber88, Cus81, O'S68, Zha96]. Mathias [Yam06]. matrices [ABPV97, And83, CN87, FKY09, GHT11, HZQ12, IKW16, Kit92, Mol11, ST94, She17, SA10, Tao06, Wuy17, Yam13]. Matrix [BD93, CR16, FT08, LO96, AMPV97, Aud15, BK00, BK08, FFSZ16, Fur94, GT13, KLL11, PM97, ZJ16]. Matters [Arn11b]. Mean [Ake63, AB88, Als00, BS93a, BD93, BB83, BB84b, BB84a, BB89, BB93, BB97, BB07, BB04, BDS92, Bur87, But36, CR16, CV91, Cox97, Cox00, Cox04, Cus81, Dia60, FP84, Gai67, GM03, Hor95, KP96b, Kos98, KK09, LR07, LO96, Min87, Nel87, O'S88, Pas71, Sal76, Sal97, Sal00, Sal04, Sch86, Toa98].


way [YMT10]. Weibull [Roy03]. Weierstrass [Wu05]. Weighted [Pas71, Alz90a, Ben94, Dra88, Fin81, Gao15, Hol06, KLL09, KLL11, MW12, Nan80, Xue17, Yam13, Yan14, Zul86]. weighted-arithmetic [Fin81]. well [Har91]. well-known [Har91]. Werke [Gau66, Gau11]. Werte [Sei87]. Wiley [Ber88]. Wisk. [Dra93a]. within [FLFJ11]. without [Als00, Nel87, Nel95, Nel15, Sch86]. Words [Als00, Nel87, Sch86, Nel15, Nel95]. work [Sch11]. Wuppertal [AFL96].

xv [Ber88].
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